Sexual development (crossing) in Physarum polycephafum occurs when two haploid amoebae fuse to form a diploid plasmodium. The imz locus influences the maximum pH at which crossing can occur. A new allele of imz has been identified, bringing the total number of alleles to three. Contrary to earlier findings, it has been shown that all homoallelic combinations of imz alleles display a similar pH limit for crossing, which is lower than that for imz-heteroallelic combinations. It is concluded that imz is a mating compatibility locus; thus the mating-type system of P. pofycephafum comprises three multiallelic loci : matA, matB and imz. It is proposed that imz be renamed matC.
INTRODUCTION
The acellular slime mould Physarum pofycephalum may exist in either of two distinct vegetative forms : the uninucleate amoeba and the multinucleate, syncytial plasmodium. In sexual development (crossing), haploid amoebae act as gametes, fusing in pairs to form diploid zygotes which develop into macroscopic, diploid plasmodia by successive mitotic cycles in the absence of cell division (reviewed by Dee, 1982) . The tendency of any two amoeba1 strains to combine in this way is influenced by their mating types, which are determined by two unlinked, multiallelic mating-type loci, matA and matB (Dee, 1966; Youngman et af., 1979) . The process of zygote formation is regulated by the matB locus (Youngman et al., 1981) , apparently through an effect on cell fusion (Holt et af., 1979) such that the extent of plasmodium formation in mixtures heteroallelic for matB is two to four orders of magnitude greater than in homoallelic mixtures. The subsequent development of zygotes into plasmodia is regulated by the matA locus, for which heterozygosity is normally essential for development to occur; zygotes homozygous for matA continue to proliferate as amoebae (Youngman et af., 1981) . There is some evidence that plasmodia1 development may be initiated in matA-heteroallelic fusion cells even before nuclear fusion has occurred (Holt et al., 1979; Youngman, 1979) .
The mating-type loci matA and matB promote outbreeding by permitting or favouring crossing only in heteroallelic mixtures. Other loci have been reported to influence crossing in different ways. For example, Shinnick et al. (1978) reported a locus, imz (ionic modulation of zygote formation), which affected the extent to which zygote formation was inhibited under conditions in the medium of high pH or low ionic strength. Two alleles, imz-I and imz-2, were identified among laboratory stocks, the imz-2 allele being carried by only a few strains. The alleles were easily distinguished on the basis that crossing took place in imz-I x imz-2 mixtures under ionic conditions that totally inhibited imz-I x imz-I crosses. Mixtures homoallelic for imz-2 apparently responded to a range of ionic conditions in an identical fashion to imz-I x imz-2 mixtures. Thus Shinnick et af. (1978) concluded that imz was not a mating-type locus but that (1) each allele of imz was probably associated with a characteristically different response to a range
Segregation of imz-1 and imz-2
For the genetic analysis that demonstrated the existence of the imz locus, Shinnick et al. (1978) used the amoebal strain CH508 to represent the rare imz-2 allele. In order to generate strains for our own study of imz alleles, CH508 was crossed with an imz-1 amoebal strain, LU912. The diploid plasmodium was allowed to sporulate and clones of haploid amoebal progeny were derived from the spores. Since meiosis occurs during sporulation, each progeny clone represented a single product of meiosis. Each clone was classified for matA and matB as described in Methods. The progeny were also classified for imz alleles by determining whether crossing occurred in matA-heteroallelic, rnatB-heteroallelic mixtures with a known imz-I strain at pH 5.8 (Table 2 ). Progeny crossing with the imz-I tester were classified as imz-2; progeny failing to cross were classified as imz-I. The result indicated that alleles of imz were segregating as expected. The ratio imz-I : imz-2 was 16 : 27, not significantly different from 1 : 1 ( P > 0.05, Chi-square test), and imz alleles assorted independently of both matA (20 recombinants : 23 parentals) and matB (23 recombinants : 20 parentals).
Eflect of imz alleles on crossing under various p H conditions Using progeny of the cross CH508 x LU912, the rate and extent of plasmodium formation over a range of pH values was determined for three pairs of amoeba1 strains representing the three possible combinations of imz alleles: imz-I x imz-I, imz-I x imz-2 and imz-2 x imz-2. Each pair of strains was heteroallelic for both matA and matB, so that differences in the rate and extent of crossing would depend only upon the pH of the medium and the imz genotypes of the amoebae. The tests were set up as described in Methods, on 5 mhl-sodium citrate agar covering the range pH 3-0-6.2. The results are shown in Table 3 . In the range pH 3.0-3.6, the amoebae grew only slowly. The extent of plasmodium formation decreased from pH 3.6 to pH 3.2, and no plasmodia at all were formed at pH 3.0. These results were the same for all three pairs of strains, suggesting that imz alleles did not influence the lower pH limit for crossing.
In the range pH 3-6-52, all three mixtures showed very extensive plasmodium formation. Crossing in the imz-I x imz-I mixture became less extensive above pH 5-2 and was completely blocked at pH 5.8. In contrast, the imz-I x imz-2 mixture showed very extensive plasmodium formation up to pH 5.6 and was blocked completely only at pH 6.2. Thus the upper limit for the cross imz-I x imz-I was pH 5.6 and for imz-I x imz-2 was pH 6-0. Both these values agreed with those obtained by Shinnick et al. (1978) . However, the results for the cross imz-2 x imz-2 were unexpected, being identical at every pH with those for imz-I x imz-I, and defining an upper pH limit of pH 5.6 for this mixture. If the imz-2 allele were associated with tolerance of high pH, as suggested by Shinnick et al. (1978) , the imz-2 x imz-2 mixture should have shown an upper limit of pH 6-0, the same as the imz-I x imz-2 mixture. Our results indicated, instead, that only the imz-heteroallelic mixture was tolerant of high pH.
Conjrmation of the initial results with further strains
A possible explanation of the discrepancy between our results and those of Shinnick et al. (1978) was that one or both of the strains we had used might be carrying a modifier allele at another genetic locus. If this explanation were correct, further mixtures between additional imz-2 strains would be likely to include some that did not carry the modifier allele, and which would therefore show the expected pH 6.0 upper limit. Eight additional imz-2 strains were tested (indicated by * in Table l) , including three further progeny of CH508 x LU912, CH508 itself, and four other strains. Thirteen mixtures between these strains were tested, all heteroallelic for both matA and mat& and all these mixtures showed a pH 5.6 upper limit for crossing. The eight additional imz-2 strains were also tested against a set of eight additional imz-1 strains (indicated by t in Table l) , including LU9 12. Twenty-six imz-I x imz-2 mixtures of these strains were tested; all showed a pH 6.0 upper limit for crossing. Thirteen crosses carried out among the imz-I strains all showed a pH 5.6 upper limit. There was thus no indication that crossing in our mixtures at high pH was influenced by any locus other than matA, matB and imz. It was concluded that imz-2 x imz-2 mixtures resembled imz-I x imz-I mixtures; they were unable to cross at high pH on sodium citrate agar.
Since the original experiments of Shinnick et al. (1978) were done on dPRM agar rather than the sodium citrate agar employed in our tests, it was possible that the sensitivity of imz-2 x imz-2 mixtures to sodium citrate agar of high pH involved some property of this medium other than simply its pH. To test this possibility, 48 of the mixtures mentioned above were retested on dPRM agar at pH 5.6. All imz-heteroallelic mixtures crossed extensively, but few or no plasmodia formed in mixtures homoallelic for either imz-I or imz-2.
As a further test of the reproducibility of the interactions we had found between irnz alleles, amoeba1 progeny were analysed from the three original crosses shown in Table 3 . The progeny were tested for their ability to cross with imz-I and imz-2 tester strains on sodium citrate agar at pH 5.8 (Table 4) . Each progeny strain crossed with only one of the tester strains; thusall progeny could be unambiguously classified as either imz-I or imz-2. Each imz-homoallelic cross yielded strains uniformly of the expected imz class. Segregation of imz-1 and imz-2 occurred among progeny of the heteroallelic cross and did not differ significantly from 1 : 1 (P > 0.05).
Multiallelism of the irnz locus
In our experiments, heteroallelism for the imz locus could allow crossing to occur under a limited range of ionic conditions that inhibited crossing in homoallelic mixtures. Thus imz was acting in some sense as a third mating-type locus. If imz also acted as a mating-type locus under natural conditions, it was possible that it might exist in numerous allelic forms; a minimum of 13 alleles is known to exist for each of matA and matB (Collins, 1975; Collins & Tang, 1977; Kirouac-Brunet et al., 1981) . Most of our laboratory strains were largely isogenic with the Colonia isolate and thus unlikely to carry novel alleles of imz. However, the results of Honey et al. (1982) showed that segregating alleles of a locus additional to matB were probably influencing the extent of crossing among progeny of the Wis 1 isolate (Dee, 1960; Mohberg & Babcock, 1982) .
Progeny were obtained from spores of a cross between two strains derived from the Wis 1 isolate. When 48 progeny were tested for their ability to cross with imz-I and imz-2 tester strains at high pH (Table 5) , 26 were readily classified as imz-I but the remaining 22 could not be classified as either imz-I or imz-2; they crossed extensively with both testers at high pH. The simplest explanation was that this novel progeny class carried an imz allele other than imz-I or imz-2, and the putative allele was designated imz-3. Nevertheless, these results were also 
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compatible with an alternative explanation : that the progeny were uniformly imz-I but segregating for alleles of an additional locus affecting the upper pH limit for crossing. To determine which explanation was correct, progeny were analysed from further crosses that were putatively imz-3 x imz-I and imz-3 x imz-2. If the only locus influencing the upper pH limit for crossing were imz, a 1 : 1 segregation of parental imz types and the complete absence of nonparental imz types would be expected in both crosses. If the alternative explanation were correct, however, the 'imz-3' x imz-2 cross should generate some recombinants of imz-I type, and possibly an equal number of recombinants of a novel type.
Fifty-four progeny of a putative imz-3 x imz-I cross and 56 progeny of a putative imz-3 x imz-2 cross were tested at high pH against imz-I, imz-2 and putative imz-3 tester strains. Each progeny strain crossed extensively with two of the three tester strains but poorly or not at all with the third (Table 6) ; all progeny could therefore be classified as imz-I, imz-2 or imz-3. The imz-3 x imz-I cross yielded only imz-3 and imz-I progeny and the imz-3 x imz-2 cross yielded only imz-3 and imz-2 progeny; in neither cross did the allele ratio differ significantly from 1 : 1 (P > 0.05 in each case). Similar results were found in two further crosses (data not shown). These experiments strongly suggested that a third allele of imz was present among the progeny of the cross a x i. If the alternative explanation were correct, and a second locus were responsible for the 'imz-3' phenotype, the absence of imz-I recombinants in the 'imz-3' x imz-2 crosses would imply a recombination frequency between imz and the second locus of no more than 5-5 % (95 % confidence limit).
SigniJicance of the imz locus
The preceding experiments strongly suggested the existence of three alleles of imz, each equivalent in its action. The Indiana isolate was the probable source of imz-2 (Shinnick et al., 1978) and the Wis 1 isolate of imz-1 and imz-3. The Indiana isolate may also have carried a second allele that was lost during inbreeding to produce our laboratory strains (Adler & Holt, 1974) . It has been suggested (Honey etal., 1979 ) that the Colonia isolate was derived from Wis 1 , and the fact that Colonia carries imz-I is consistent with this suggestion. Since multiple alleles of irnz can be traced to their origins in natural isolates, it is very likely that allelic variation at the imz locus plays an important role in the natural life of P. polycephalum, presumably by influencing the ability of amoebae to cross with one another.
A mating-type system in which three multiallelic loci regulate crossing compatibility should strongly favour outbreeding while greatly limiting inbreeding. If the three loci exist in very many allelic forms, as is certainly the case for both matA and matB, essentially all mixtures between distantly related amoebae will be heteroallelic for all three loci and will therefore be strongly compatible. Compatibility between progeny of a single plasmodium will be substantially less; only 12.5% of mixtures between the progeny of a triply heterozygous plasmodium will be compatible for all three loci. However, since heteroallelism for imz is essential for crossing only under a very limited range of conditions in the laboratory, it is possible that heteroallelism for this locus is also important only under a limited range of circumstances in the wild.
During the analyses that involved progeny of a x i (Tables 5 and 6 ), the extent of crossing was more variable than in the earlier tests involving highly inbred strains; plasmodium formation of limited extent was observed in some imz-homoallelic crosses even at pH 5.8 and the extent of plasmodium formation was somewhat variable in imz-heteroallelic crosses. The implication of this variability is that alleles of at least one further locus modifying the extent of crossing were probably segregating among the progeny of a x i. The properties of these modifiers have not been determined, and even if they represent further incompatibility loci, their effect on the extent of crossing appears to be small in comparison with the effects of imz. Backcrossing of imz-3 strains to Colonia-isogenic strains has been carried out for three generations, resulting in the elimination of this additional source of variability in the extent of crossing (data not shown).
Whatever the precise role of imz may be under natural conditions, this locus clearly has a strong effect on crossing compatibility under appropriate laboratory conditions and it is therefore a useful tool in genetic studies. It is proposed that imz should be renamed matC, alleles imz-2, imz-2 and imz-3 being redesignated matCI, matC2 and matC3.
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